MBA European Management
Management in the heart of Europe

www.mba-europe.de
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A historical place

The university was founded in 1948 with support from the French state.
Saarland University was declared a “European University” in the early 50s and has had a strong European orientation since that time.
In 1951, the Europa-Institut was founded as a symbol of that orientation and as early as the 1950s, many
students came from abroad to study in Saarbrücken. Today, more than 240 cooperative relationships

and partnerships mirror this internationality. The institute´s European tradition is fundamental !
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Managing with(in) Europe

Our students come from all over the world to study the MBA European Management at our Institute. The
programme equippes them with comprehensive skills they need to successfully take the next steps
in their careers to become global leaders.
They learnthe economic, political, legal and cultural basics of the European integration from an
interdisciplinary perspective as well as the necessary skills and abilities in order to be able to lead
companies in their dealings with(in) Europe.
“Managing with(in) Europe” on the one hand means all the operational and strategic activities
that need to be dealt with by companies working within Europe.
On the other hand,
“Managing with(in) Europe” relates the challenges facing companies from outside Europe who want to
do business in and with Europe.
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Careers of tomorrow
We consistently take the specific demands of

the European economic area into account in our
programme.
We combine cutting edge research with a modern teaching style.
We create a truly international experience at
a truly international university.

We cherish differences !
With over 30 years of experience in postgraduate teaching we equip the managers of
tomorrow with fundamental knowledge in European Management.
Our students understand the cultural diversity of

Europe and know how to incorporate this understanding into their considerations in order to
make successful management decisions. They
are prepared to “manage successfully with(in)
Europe”.
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Be exceptional
Learn

State-of-the-Art

methodologies,

economic theory and practice as well as key

skills within the 15 weeks of the programme.
Attend

other

classes

to

expand

your

knowledge and skill set beyond management.
In accordance with the EU guidelines which regulate the European Credit Transfer System
(ECTS), a total of 60 credit points is achieved by

completing the MBA study programme.

Personalised leadership programme
Teamwork and leadership training play an important role in qualifying top European leaders.
You will therefore have the opportunity to work
on case studies in each course.
In workshops, students improve both key com-

petencies and soft skills such as leadership, business behaviour, presentation techniques and
team building.
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Cutting-edge education
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Flexible part-time option
The modular concept of the courses facilitates

flexible studying structures. You may extend
your studies over a period of up to four years
while remaining in your job.
full-time
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Intense full-time option
The programme starts in mid-October.
Within the first nine months of the study programme, you complete the required 15 courses.
Following the successful completion of the courses, you then have three months to write your

final thesis to complete the programme in October.
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Learning in action
Strong knowledge-transfer orientation during

the course weeks which takes the form of numerous case studies, guest lectures and panel discussions.
“Learning in action” also includes international
study weeks, for instance in Sheffield/UK, Rennes/France and Valencia/Spain.

High company impact
Practitioners from international institutions and
enterprises lecture on topical issues and share
their professional experience.
Managers from major companies invite you to
visit their manufacturing facilities and share

their insights into European Management.
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Intercultural community
Our students join a large multinational commu-

nity: Learning high-level management techniques and enjoying a multicultural environment
is characteristic for our programme.

Opening ceremony
Welcoming the new students and celebrating
with our successful graduates.
Each academic year, the best student receives
the “Hans-Werner-Osthoff-Preis” which is awarded by the Prof.-Dr.-Osthoff foundation.
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Testimonials
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Mechatronics

International Alumni Network
Current, former and prospective students as well

as companies and any other interested parties
are welcome to support our Alumni group so as
to enhance the network of graduates, to further
contacts and information exchange between
them, to stay in contact to current students of

the programme as well as to support the educational programme of the institute.

Beyond the programme
Use the outstanding infrastructure of Saarland
University:

accomodation,

cafeteria,

public

transport system, sport and language centres,
child care system.
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The outside world
Saarbrücken is located at the border triangle of

France-Luxembourg-Germany.
Enjoy the cosmopolitan flair of Saarbrücken in
the heart of the European Union.

Ongoing admission process
Through a process entailing several steps, we
choose the best students for our programme.
Beginning with the initial contact, we discuss your career perspectives, depending on your personality and other attributes. Then, we analyse
the application documents and invite the best

candidates to an interview. Admission is granted
by July 15th each year.
As applications are reviewed and evaluated on
an ongoing basis and because places are limited, candidates are encouraged to apply as
early as possible. If the class is full, further applications will be transferred to the admissions

cycle for the next programme.
https://app.mba-europe.de/sessions/new
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Key facts

Degree:

Master of Business Administration

Start:

Each October

Duration:

One year (full-time study) Max. four years (part-time study)

Admission Criteria: First academic degree, Professional experience, Good knowledge of English, GMAT
Fees:

Full-time: € 12,000 Part-time: € 14,500

Accommodation:

Some accommodation is available on campus. But not only that, as a typical German university city, Saarbrücken provides a wide variety of rooms and apartments
for students.

Cost of Living:

In Saarbrücken, the cost of living for students amount to approximately € 500 a
month.

Scholarships:

We do not offer scholarships, because we believe in charging all students the same
price. However, students may apply for scholarships at various institutions.

Facilities:

Students of the MBA programme are entitled to use the facilities of the University of
Saarland and may attend additional courses outside the programme.

Job Opportunities:

Our cooperative relationships with well known international companies create outstanding career perspectives.
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Academic Directors
Univ.-Professor Dr. Bastian Popp
Institut für Handel und Internationales Marketing
Chair of Retail Management
www.hima.uni-saarland.de

Univ.-Professor Dr. Andrea Gröppel-Klein
Institut für Konsum– und Verhaltensforschung
www.ikv.uni-saarland.de

Contact
Julia Senni
Programme Manager

+49 (0)681/3022553

EIABM, Europa-Institut

j.senni@mba-europe.de

It will be a pleasure for us to answer your questions in English or German.

Website
www.mba-europe.de

Address
Saarland University

EIABM / Europa-Institut
Postfach 15 11 50
66041 Saarbrücken
Follow us

Germany
August 2021
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